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Abstract
Algorithm 1 Bootstrap Conﬁdence Interval
Input is πe , D, δ, and a number of bootstrap estimates, B.

In many reinforcement learning applications, it is desirable
to determine conﬁdence interval lower bounds on the performance of any given policy without executing said policy. In
this context, we propose two bootstrapping off-policy evaluation methods which use learned MDP transition models in
order to estimate lower conﬁdence bounds on policy performance with limited data. We empirically evaluate the proposed
methods in a standard policy evaluation tasks.1

input πe , D, δ, B
output 1 − δ conﬁdence interval lower bound on V (πe ).
1: for all i ∈ [1, B] do
2:
D̃i = {H1i , ..., Hni } where Hji ∼ D
3:
V̂i = Off-PolicyEstimate(πe , D̃i )
4: end for
5: sort({V̂i |i ∈ [1, B]}) // Sort ascending
6: l ← δB
7: Return V̂l

Introduction
As reinforcement learning (RL) methods ﬁnd application in
the real world, it will be critical to establish the performance
of policies with high conﬁdence before they are executed.
This problem is known as the high conﬁdence off-policy
evaluation problem (HCOPE). We propose data-efﬁcient approximate solutions to this problem.
We propose two new bootstrap methods which use models to lower the variance of off-policy value estimates. We
empirically evaluate both methods on two policy evaluation
tasks and show these methods are far more data-efﬁcient
than existing importance sampling based approaches. Finally,
we combine theoretical and empirical results to make speciﬁc recommendations about when to use different off-policy
conﬁdence bound methods in practice.

L
g(H) = t=1 γ t−1 r(St , At ). The policy, π, and transition
dynamics, P , induce a distribution over trajectories, pπ . We
also write H ∼ π to denote a trajectory sampled by executing
π. The expected discounted return of a policy, π, is deﬁned
as V (π) := EH∼π [g(H)].
Given a set of n trajectories, D = {H1 , .., Hn }, where
Hi ∼ πb for some πb , an evaluation policy, πe , and a conﬁdence level, δ, we propose two methods to approximate a
conﬁdence interval lower bound, V−,δ (πe ), on V (πe ) such
that V−,δ (πe ) < V (πe ) with probability 1 − δ.

Bootstrapping Policy Lower Bounds
Bootstrapping is a statistical technique that samples with
replacement from a given sample to approximate conﬁdence
intervals. See Efron (1979) for further reading on bootstrap
conﬁdence intervals. Deﬁne Off-PolicyEstimate to be any
method that takes a data set of trajectories D and a policy
πe and returns a policy value estimate V̂ (πe ). Algorithm 1
gives a Bootstrap Conﬁdence Interval procedure for computing a conﬁdence interval on V̂ (πe ), as computed by OffPolicyEstimate. Since we desire lower bounds on V (πe ) we
give pseudocode for a bootstrap lower bound. The method is
equally applicable to upper bounds and two sided intervals.
A similar method using weighted importance sampling was
proposed by Thomas et al. (2015).

Problem Statement
We formalize our problem as a Markov decision process
(MDP) deﬁned as S, A, P, r, γ, d0  where S is a set of states,
A is a set of actions, P : S × A × S → R≥0 is a distribution over next states given the current state and action,
r : S × A → [−rmin , rmax ] is a reward function, γ ∈ [0, 1] is
a discount factor, and d0 is an initial state distribution. An
agent samples actions from a policy π : S × A → [0, 1]
which is a probability mass function for actions conditioned
on a given state.
A trajectory, H of length L is deﬁned as a state-action history, S1 , A1 , S2 , ...SL , AL where S1 ∼ d0 , At ∼ π(·|st ),
and St+1 ∼ P (·|St , At ). The return of a trajectory is
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The model-based off-policy estimator, MB, computes V̂ (πe )
by ﬁrst using all trajectories in D to build a model M̂ =
S, A, P̂ , r, γ, dˆ0  where P̂ and dˆ0 are estimated from data
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generated by the behavior policy, πb . Then we estimate V̂ (πe )
as the value of πe acting in M̂. Algorithm 1 with MB as OffPolicyEstimate deﬁnes MB - BOOTSTRAP.
If a model can capture the true MDP’s dynamics or generalize well to unseen parts of the state-action space then MB
estimates can have low variance. However, models reduce
variance at the cost of adding bias to the estimate. Model
bias in MDPs can come from a lack of data or an incorrect
choice of function approximator. The second source of bias is
more problematic since even as n → ∞ the bootstrap model
estimates will converge to a different value from V (πe ). However, in settings with low model bias, MB - BOOTSTRAP will
have lower variance and thus tighter conﬁdence bounds.

sult is a lower bound, V−,δ (πe ), that is as large as possible subject to V−,δ (πe ) < V (πe ). As a general trend we
note that our proposed methods—MB - BOOTSTRAP and WDR BOOTSTRAP —get closer to this ideal result with less data
than all other methods. Figure 1b displays the empirical error
rate for MB - BOOTSTRAP and WDR - BOOTSTRAP and shows
that they approximate the allowable 5% error in each domain.
Figure 1a shows that both of our methods (WDR BOOTSTRAP and MB - BOOTSTRAP ) outperform IS based
methods. The notable trend here is that both methods produce
approximately the same average lower bound. Therefore,
even though MB will eventually converge to V (πe ) it does so
no faster than WDR which can produce good estimates even
when the model is inaccurate.
Figure 1b shows that the MB - BOOTSTRAP and WDR BOOTSTRAP error rate is much lower than the required error
rate yet Figure 1a shows the lower bound is no looser. Since
MB - BOOTSTRAP and WDR - BOOTSTRAP are low variance estimators, the average bound can be tight with a low error rate.
It is also notable that since bootstrapping only approximates
the 5% allowable error rate all methods can do worse then
5% when data is extremely sparse (only two trajectories).

Bootstrapped Weighted Doubly Robust
We also propose weighted doubly robust bootstrapping (WDRbootstrap) with the recently proposed WDR off-policy estimator for settings where the MB estimator may exhibit high bias.
The WDR estimator uses per-decision weighted importance
sampling (PDWIS) and a model to reduce variance in the estimate (Thomas and Brunskill 2016). Given a model and its
state and action value functions for πe , v̂πe and q̂πe , the WDR
estimator is deﬁned as:
WDR (D)

:= PDWIS(D)−
n 
L


i
γ t (wti q̂πe (Sti , Ait ) − wt−1
v̂πe (Sti ))

i=1 t=0

The second term serves as a control variate with expectation
zero and thus WDR is an unbiased estimator of the consistent
PDWIS estimator.
Although WDR is biased (since PDWIS is biased), the consistency property of PDWIS ensures that the bootstrap estimates of WDR - BOOTSTRAP will converge to the correct
estimate as n increases. Empirical results have shown that
WDR can acheive lower MSE than MB in domains where
the model converges to an incorrect model (Thomas and
Brunskill 2016). However, they also demonstrated situations
where the MB evaluation is more efﬁcient at acheiving low
MSE than WDR when the variance of the PDWIS weights is
high. We empirically analyze the trade-off when using these
estimators with bootstrapping off-policy conﬁdence bounds.

(a) Lower Bound

(b) Error Rate

Figure 1: The 95% lower bound on V (πe ) and empirical error
rate computed by each method.

Conclusion
We have introduced two novel methods—MB - BOOTSTRAP
and WDR - BOOTSTRAP—that approximate conﬁdence intervals for off-policy evaluation. Empirically, our methods yield
superior data-efﬁciency and tighter lower bounds on V (πe )
than state-of-the-art importance sampling based methods.

Empirical Results
We empirically evaluate MB - BOOTSTRAP and WDR BOOTSTRAP by estimating 95 % conﬁdence intervals (δ =
0.05) in the standard mountain car task (Sutton and Barto
1998). In this domain we build tabular models (the mountain
car state-action space is discretized) which cannot generalize
from observed (s, a) pairs. We compute the model action
value function, q̂πe , and state value function, v̂πe with valueiteration for WDR. We use Monte Carlo rollouts to estimate
V̂ with MB. We also show results for importance sampling
(IS) BCa-bootstrap methods from Thomas et. al. (2015). To
the best of our knowledge, these IS methods are the current
state-of-the-art for approximate HCOPE.
Figure 1a displays the average empirical 95 % conﬁdence
interval lower bound found by each method. The ideal re-
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